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AUSTRALIA: A Responsible Nation!

Recently I joined a team of men ministers who served a group of men/inmates aged between 20-70+ in
jail. The ministry was primarily set out for men ministering to men. I happened to be the only woman. In
my conversations with the inmates, I discovered a deep cry from the majority of these men/inmates for a
mother’s/woman’s heart/voice...They probably didn't realise that that was the message they conveyed but
it was a message that came through loud and clear.

On the second day of the four day ministry, the inmates demanded that they wanted to hear the woman
(me) speak...They took it very seriously, they weren't returning unless the woman spoke. I did speak and
until now the Lord is still downloading His heart on the matter especially relating to the vote1 that is
before us.

While pondering on the vote that our nation has been given to make a choice on, I'm reminded of the
brokenness and the inner need conveyed by the men/inmates. In the depth of their despair, the original
design  of  their  being  was reaching out  to  hear  a  female’s/mother’s  voice/heart...I  suspected  that  the
majority of these men were hurt by men somewhere in their lifetime. Their cry for a nurturing mother was
very clear.

Same-sex marriage is not only about 2 of the same sex being given the legal right to marry, it's so much
more than that...Look beyond the surface, look deeper, look further than the wedding bouquet and the
golden rings, look beyond today, look beyond "love".

Dig deeper and be accountable for our next generation and our beautiful nation Australia! A smart nation
is not afraid of making tough choices, a mature nation does not make choices to remain pretty, fluffy and
likeable by its neighbours...A courageous and brave nation takes responsibility like a mature son who
looks beyond the mask of false partnerships, false deals, false hospitality and false security.

AUSTRALIA, YOU ARE A GREAT NATION, work at producing good fruits for our land, fruits that
remain and keep our land strong and unshakable. A balanced city on a hill, confidently smiling at your
adversities. AUSTRALIA, DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR CROWN!

One of the million reasons I Vote NO to SSM2.

In Him.

Noa Muranyi
(Embassy of Hope Australia Inc.)
noa.muranyi7@gmail.com

1 – Same-Sex Marriage
2 – Same-Sex Marriage


